
PepDog



 We are a team of seasoned professionals with extensive 

experience in this field. Having closely observed the value and 

vulnerabilities of meme tokens, we realized that a different 

approach was needed. We have witnessed meme tokens 

facing repetitive issues, which led us to make a decision. We 

were determined to create a real gem. As a team, we 

extensively discussed and carefully crafted a project with the 

most suitable features. Drawing inspiration from the success 

stories of two prominent meme tokens, we aim to follow their 

right moves and steer clear of their past mistakes. Our goal is 

to launch a true rocket by presenting a compelling narrative 

and avoiding the pitfalls that others have encountered.

Our story





We drew inspiration from the two 
prominent meme tokens, Pepe and Doge. 
While there have been slow progress and 
winners already established in their 
realm, we have arrived with a fresh 
opportunity. Our aim is to reach a larger 
user base by utilizing multiple bridges and 
put an end to the rivalry between Pepe 
and Doge.

About



What are our

goals?

 We are a team of forward-thinking individuals who are 

embarking on a multifaceted journey across various 

fields. Our mission is to create more than just a passive 

meme token that relies solely on trading activity. Instead, 

we aim to bring an attractive opportunity to other meme 

token users by introducing a value protection system. 

While other meme tokens may experience value 

depreciation, we strive to emerge as winners. By 

consistently introducing new events and activities, we 

will keep PepDog popular and engaging.



NFT

 We have decided to establish a platform to keep the project 

continuously active, generate buzz among investors, and 

elevate it to greater heights through new funding sources. 

Recognizing the significant presence of investors in the NFT 

space, we have made the decision to create a special series 

that will capture their attention. These NFTs will be limited to 

6666 pieces, and one NFT will be given for free every hour to 

investors who have made purchases of $75 or more. This 

strategy will not only attract and retain investors but also boost 

liquidity values.



Lucky Drop

This system, which requires knowledge and 

experience, is also crucial for taking a project 

to new heights. By leveraging real-time data 

from BSC and ETH, the system will distribute 

6 NFTs randomly among holders every hour. 

These NFTs will have special privileges and 

can be used in the NFT lending platform.



Tokenomics

-No team tokens

-%50 Pre-Sale

-%24.22 Liquidity

-%15 Bridge

-%10.77 Cex List.

Adress: 0x53daa9803b01465159f4f1efefed192ae2961e81

Total Supply 666.666.666.666.666

%5 Buy/Sell tax

-%3 Rewards

-%1 Liquidity

-%1 Burn



ROADMAP

Phase 1

• Launch

• CoinGecko/Coinm

arketcap Listings

• ETH Bridge

• 2,000+ Holders

• Get $PepDog

Trending on twitter 

with our memetic 

power

Phase 2

•CEX Listings

•5,000+holders

•NFT lending

•Lucky Drop

•L2 Bridge

Phase 3

•DogPep Event

•Building a large 

community.

•T1 Exchange Listings

•50,000+ holders

•Meme Takeove


